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Arising from software developed for the 2005 Huygens probe landing, the first official version of
SDtracker was used for the 2008 initial detection test of the ESA’s Venus Express (VEX) space
mission. In the 13 years since, SDtracker has been regularly updated to accommodate different
radio telescope configurations, newer VLBI data formats, different hardware architectures, and
more. Recently, a major upgrade was released to address a number of performance and usability
issues. This newer version has simplified the installation process, removed or updated depen-
dencies, and optimised the code. Herein, the features, scientific achievements and future of the
improved software are discussed.
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1. Context

1.1 The Problem

The tracking of the Huygens probe during its descent and landing on Titan in January 2005 was
a demonstration of the potential of spacecraft tracking by VLBI radio telescopes. In the experiment,
over 20 telescopes around the globe tracked the probe at S-band and stored the data to physical
disks, which were then transferred or shipped to JIVE to perform the necessary post-processing.
VLBI data was used to calculate the state vectors with ultra precision, which were then used to
determine the wind profile on Titan during the probe descent [1].

The Huygens experiment proved that astronomical antennas could be effectively used for radio
navigation and planetary science. But it required the development of specialised software to
streamline the operation—for independently-operated, VLBI-equipped systems to work in parallel
to the space agency’s own data collection.

1.2 The Solution

To address this need, the first iteration of the spacecraft Doppler tracking software SDtracker1
was written in 2009, in a collaboration between JIVE and Aalto University. This software was one
of two projects to derive from that Huygens tracking codebase, and its methods and algorithms
were published in [2]. The other development became the software correlator SFXC in use at JIVE
today [3].

SDtracker has since been used extensively in collaborations with the European Space Agency
(ESA) for S-band and X-band planetary missions—including ESA’s own missions Venus Ex-
press [4], Mars Express [5], Rosetta, and BepiColombo, and the Chinese National Space Agency’s
(CNSA) Tianwen [6].

1.3 The Upgrade

SDtracker 2.0 eases the installation process for new users of the software through the inclusion
of automated scripts for each supported platform. The dependencies have been minimised to make
the installation optimal for a multi-core 64-bit machine (e.g. standard Flexbuff), as has become
the modern standard. A number of dependencies were removed—including the Intel Integrated
Performance Primitives (IPP) Legacy bridge functions, as were previously required to support the
latest IPP core release—and others were updated to bring them in line with long-term support
(LTS) releases. This included the Python component dependencies being brought up to Python 3.6
specification, and use of the latest mark5access release available in DiFX 2.7.

Finally, along with general optimisations for improved performance, a significant portion of the
library’s code has been removed; this includes the removal of vendored dependencies and extraction
of unused or vestigial sections of code, to aid in future maintenance of the library.

2. Architecture

What is now SDtracker was once two separate projects: a software spectrometer (SWspec) and
the multi-tone spacecraft tracking software (SCtracker). By 2021, the code and user base shared

1https://gitlab.com/gofrito/sctracker/
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between the two had increased to a point where it made sense for the two to be incorporated into a
single project.

VLBI data

SWspec

- time-integrated
spectra

- Doppler shift polyfit

SCtracker

- time-integrated
spectra

- phase rotation

- tone filtering

- extraction of narrow
bands of interest

Phase Locked
Loop (dPLL)

- fine phase rotation

- fine Doppler
detection

- relative phase
estimates

Broadband signal Narrowband tone

Figure 1: Process by which a broadband radio signal is processed through both SWspec and SCtracker.
These two packages now form the core of SDtracker.

In an attempt to simplify ongoing maintenance, some 65,000 lines of code were removed. This
was primarily done by removing layers of abstraction that had been architected for flexibility that
were not needed in the final product. For example:

• The I/O functionality that could support either file or tee streams through a generic superclass
for each of input and output.

• The Core file and functions that existing in both IPP and MKL versions through a generic
superclass.

• The existence of multiple forms of Buffer and Phase Calibrator objects.

In each case, the generic intermediate class was replaced with the concrete implementation
that was actually in use, and any alternatives discarded. Additionally, similar code between the
SWspec and SCtracker components were made consistent and then centralised in a shared library
that was then imported by both projects. As well as simplifying maintenance, this lead to a small
improvement to build and test times.

3. Usability

The recent upgrade to SDtracker has improved its usability via:

• Automated installation scripts, replacing what was previously a series of command-line steps
to install each required dependency.
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• Clearer license and attribution terms, replacing the previous system of mixed and per-file
licenses that made usage rights of the whole library unclear.

• Removal of legacy and platform-specific dependencies.

The software supports both Linux and OS X systems, to cover the breadth of standard Flexbuff-
type data acquisition systems. This direct back-end installation is necessary in case the data
processing is conducted remotely, and so, removing the need for high-volume data transfer to the
processing site.

4. Features and Applications

The software has been designed with traditional VLBI station hardware in mind. SDtracker is
compatible with both legacy and modern VLBI data formats, though data processing nowadays is
increasingly based on the VDIF standard alone. It also allows configuration of the back end with dif-
ferent bandwidths (from 2–128 MHz), and multiple frequency channels (1–16). The configuration
can therefore adapt to support the end-user’s intended application of the final data product.

Furthermore, the software also allows for use of non-standard astronomical hardware back ends.
Development is in place to allow both complex and real multi-bit data inputs from Software Defined
Radio (SDR) devices. Higher bit-sampling allows higher precision for tracking applications.

SDtracker has been used for a variety of near-field applications with radio telescopes, including:

• Deep space planetary missions SDtracker can be used to track any planetary spacecraft in
the Solar System. The software generates precise measurements of the Doppler velocities
and the residual phase of the spacecraft carrier signal.

• Earth-bound satellites SWspec is used to characterise the radio signals transmitted by
satellites in Earth’s orbit. This enables monitoring such as regular pattern of life assessment,
RF characterisation and power/frequency anomaly detection.

• Bistatic radar tracking VLBI radio telescopes are used to receive the radio signals trans-
mitted by ground antennas and reflected by objects of interest. This includes tracking of
non-transmitting objects in near-Earth space–including asteroids or orbital satellite debris.

• Single-dish spectroscopy SWspec has been used in several campaigns to obtain the spectral
profile of astronomical or planetary masers. The versatility of the software allows for tweaking
of the integration time and spectral resolution, based on the target of interest.

5. Performance

The software’s performance was generally increased thanks to the newer platform, increased
multicore support, and use of the latest shared libraries. But, overall, the run times for the core
function process were unfortunately increased for most use cases following this upgrade.

The primary reason for this comes from a series of bugfixes made to address previous memory
leakage or access faults that let to frequent crashes of the software in certain operating conditions.
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Figure 2: Normalised echo power spectra of the ultra-narrow band Ka-band carrier signal transmitted by
ESA’s BepiColombo (8.421 GHz) as captured by the Katherine radio telescope on 11 April 2022.

One key example was the sequence of steps in the core loop to perform rapid discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) operations on large input data. In sequence, IPP functions would be called to
calculate the size of buffers required for the upcoming operation, then this would be used to initialise
the buffers, and finally the buffers would be used to do the DFT operation itself. Previously the first
two steps happened only once per thread, with only the DFT being repeated each loop. This would
crash whenever data segments was not evenly divisible by the buffer size, or if multiple data threads
were included with different data properties. Moving the initialise step into the inner loop—the only
way to prevent this edge case—added a costly operation to each DFT compute iteration. This was
one of several similar changes that added steps to the core loop, the place where added work will
impact performance most significantly, and ultimately these came at a cost of 10-30% additional
run time for certain inputs.

The changes that had a slowdown effect were necessary to improve the stability of the tool
for use with the full breadth of data that exists in the VLBI domain. However, performance is a
high priority for the project moving forward, and this work has identified key opportunities where
dramatic improvements may be achieved—such as through the planned SDtracker development to
add GPU acceleration capability. This will work towards the goal of the project team to make
SDtracker capable of real-time data processing during capture.

6. Closing Remarks

The software has been applied to myriad novel uses since its development, including water
maser search in the Kronian moons, station performance analysis and real-time feedback, flare
monitoring of spectral lines of methanol emissions, RF characterisation and pattern-of-life assess-
ment of Earth-based satellites, bi-static radar tracking of asteroids, and space domain awareness.
Detailed descriptions of these applications are available in [2].
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SDtracker and its precursors have enabled a growing breadth of radio science over the past
17 years. The software is still in active development, and plans for the future prioritise ease of
maintenance, novel software applications, and high performance. Ongoing improvements have
made it easier for new users to adopt the software, allowing operators of astronomical radio
telescopes or arrays to more easily adapt and respond to the growing demand for spacecraft, space
weather, and satellite monitoring data.
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